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Friday’s weather was better but still not ideal for the closing
day of the 82nd Free Flight National Championships. The wind
abated somewhat, but then persisted at times making for another
day of longish chases. 

Around midday (when the N-NW breezes were topping out at
around 8 mph), the longer flights were carrying far to the south
end of the field, and some flew beyond the field boundaries.

Thankfully this situation didn’t
persist for long. By roughly

2 p.m. breezes
lightened and

most flights
stayed on the
field for the

rest of the day.
And then

there was the
thermal situation …

The water-soaked field no
doubt contributed to the

many downers experienced
during the week, but

this malady
seemed

especially bad on Friday. 
Most of the gas ships and high-powered rubber models did

fine because they could quickly climb to safe air, but one look at
the Classic Towline and P-30 scores will tell you that these
lower-flying models were much trickier to score maxes with.
Several big names dropped a regular two-minute max (or two)
in P-30. These are maxes that come easy in “normal” conditions.

Friday was not without its small comforts. Beautiful blue
skies filled with puffy white clouds made for an eye-pleasing
end to a tough week of competition. Also, unseasonably cool
temperatures (highs only in the upper 70s) were, simply put, a
treat.

Mulvihill is the oldest AMA event. In fact it predates the
organization itself by more than a dozen years. The elegant, art
deco Mulvihill Trophy was first awarded in 1923 and has gone
to the Nats Champion in Unlimited Rubber for most years since
then. 

In the early days there was an age limit of 21 years to be
eligible to compete for the Mulvihill. Back then all of
aeromodeling was Free Flight and and was a young man’s game.

Today there are few Free Flighters less than
twice that age, let alone under the legal
drinking age. 

Despite all these statistics, the 2008
Mulvihill Champion is none other than
John Shailor, a high schooler from
Michigan! John is very likely the
youngest Mulvihill winner since the
1940s, when “veteran” modelers in
their mid-20s—few were any
older—were fairly commonplace.
John made it to the seven-minute
max with his well-built model.
Bravo!

The 2008 FF Nats is now
history and the Champions
have been crowned: Dan
Berry, Classic Gas; David
Sechrist, AMA Rubber; Greg
Hinrichs, AMA Gas; Joe
Williams, Nostalgia
Rubber; Tim Batiuk,

AMA Glider; Marian
Whitney, Senior Hi-Point; and Brian

Pacelli, Junior Hi-Point.
—Don DeLoach

Free Flight Wrap-up

Bringing you the Free Flight
coverage in this year’s NatsNews is
none other than Don DeLoach.
Thanks, Don, for a great job!
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Let’s find out more about Chuck Markos, FF Nats Event Director.
Since 1968, Chuck has only missed one Nats (1989 in Tri-Cities, Washington),

and his Free Flight résumé is impressive. He was on the 1977 US F1A team, won
the McNeill Cup for F1C at the Nats twice, and won Nats F1G four times in a row
in the early 1980s. 

Chuck’s Hi-Roller Indoor Catapult Glider and Terrible Coupe F1G won NFFS
Model-of-the-Year honors and he’s had a about a half-dozen articles published in
Model Aviation.

And what of his early Nats experiences?
“My first Nats was in the 1950s. A trio of us from western Wisconsin took the

train to Chicago. It was all kids, no adults. The round-trip fare was about $14. I
remember Indoor HLG and how you had to clear the floor to launch your HLG
there were so many contestants. I was about 16. Most of my models didn’t fly
back then. I had a Fubar 1/2A that crashed.”

Chuck’s favorite Nats memories are two separate flyoffs in F1A—both of which he lost (one to Andrew Barron
and one to Brian Van Nest). Here’s Chuck in his own words. 

“The one in which I lost to Brian was between me, Andrew, and Brian. I launched first, but the timer didn’t start.
The model stalled because it was in tow trim (stab kicker up) but flew OOS (45 minutes) in a gentle thermal in light
wind. Brian launched under it when my model was quite high and made the five minutes, plus he got his model back.
Art and Dave Ellis chased mine and found it in a field, but got it back too late for the second fly off. At least I beat
Andrew that year.”

Chuck, thanks again for a great Nats and for sharing these stories. We’ll see you next year on the flightline!
—Don DeLoach

Meet the CD
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Gary Baughman waits on a thermal for
his Classic Towline entry: a glider he
built in the early 1980s. It still flies great.

Above and below: Friday’s
Free Flight lflightline under
beautiful skies.
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Above: A P-30 claws for
altitude Friday.

Right: Dan Berry flew in
Classic Gas Hi-Point.

Left: Brian Pacelli won the
Junior Hi-Point honors.
Photos by Don DeLoach.
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Denny Dock and Y-Bar for B
Nostalgia.

Dohrman Crawford launches his
Lil’ Dip Classic Towline aircraft.

Jerry Murphy’s gorgeous new
Fokker D.VII was third in FAC
Scale.



 
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday 
Saturday
Sunday

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Scores



Expert

Sportsman

Designer

Team

CL Scale Profile

CL Scale FAI

CL Scale Sport

CL Scale Fun

Fun Scale Novice

Fun Scale Open
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Ted Kraver operates the throttle with a

separate handle.



Scale Begins

The static judging took place at the
Armory in Muncie Indiana. These are
just a few of the beautifully detailed
models that were judged. Photos this
page by jay Smith.

CL and RC Scale started with static
judging over at the Armory. CL has 32
airplanes competing and RC has 44. 

Jim Rediske commented that
participation was down slightly but the
quality of the models on display was
high with some airplanes returning
with even more detail than the year
before. The time and effort put in these
models is quite apparent when you
lean in for a closer look!

—Jay Smith
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Control Line Scale—Day One

A better day for flying Scale Control Line couldn’t be found
on eBay. The wind is out of the west and the cool temperatures
are keeping the contestants in a pleasant mood, despite the
multitude of talent lined up on the center of the square.

This is a relaxed event where fun flying is the goal and no
one is rushed. No one seems to be safe from the gremlins,
however; when a propeller comes off on start or things get a
little hairy on take-off— hey, stuff happens, try it again. Many
pilots this morning are plenty nervous, but you wouldn’t know
their state of panic while flying—they make it around the circle
as smooth as glass.

A welcome change to many of the returning aircraft this year
is that electric power has been retrofitted. Or, in the case of
Charlie Bauer, many of his airplanes were built just for electric
power. His Cub, which is flown in the FAI class, has been flown
with electric power for 20-years. It’s fitted with Himax
outrunner power and Li-Poly batteries, “Now I only need to

move the throttle to half stick. I have more power than I’ll ever
need, and my batteries never get warm.”

His success has been so good, in fact, that his grandsons
Aaron and Jason (both Junior competitors) fly twin-engine
models with electric power in the same class. That’s right! It’s
grandsons against grandpa, and it’s no secret that they’re having
fun.

After the first round, to this reporter is seemed that Steve
Couch with his S.E.5a had the best flight of the morning. His
engine performance and smooth flight just wowed me. 

We’ll see how the scores fared, but I’d predict that Frank
Beatty and Charlie Bauer will follow in that order. Over in Fun
Scale, a flight by George Brodak with his P-51 impressed me as
did Ted Kraver’s British Fleet Shadower—great job of keeping
those four engines happy! 

The afternoon may hold some surprises as the first-flight
shakes are now scraped off, and it looks like the weather is
going to hold calm and dry for the remainder of the day. The
weather is too good to take a pass. Let’s go fly!

—Photos and text by Michael Ramsey

The business end of George Brodak’s
P-51D: a Saito .72 four-stroke.

Charlie Bauer’s control handle for the
Cub. Bet it makes a great cappuccino.

Frank Beatty’s field box is prepared with
plenty of spare fuel line. Smart idea!

Looking north halfway down the ready
line.

Steve Couch tunes the Saito engine on
his Art Chester Jeep.

Charlie Bauer and his Cub perform the
level flight in FAI.

In case you were wondering what a
three-line bellcrank looked like.
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Frank Beatty with his Staalken
Flizter and Stearman 4E.

Peter Bauer and son Aaron
pull-test grandpa Charlie’s
Cub.

Frank’s Stearman E4 in straight flight.

Frank’s Staalken Flizter does a
missed approach maneuver.

Aaron Bauer’s Cessna Sky Wagon is
still in the trimming phase, but handled
the flight like a professional. No
exhaust, which means this fast model
is electric powered.

The four engines on Edward Mason’s FAI Fortress entry really generate some wind.



Steve Couch’s S.E.5a on landing approach—impressive!

Jeffery Jenson’s T-28 was flown in Profile Fun Scale.

Ted Kraver’s Fleet Shadower in level flight.

Above: Charlie Bauer’s Bristol M performs its taxi
maneuver up to the judges.

Right: Frank Beatty and Frank Beatty have a chat
before dad moves to the next round.
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Charlie Bauer built a new Conny for 2009. Instead of glow
power it’s now steaming with four Himax 3516/12
outrunners turning 8 x 6 three-blade propellers. Smooth
flier!


